Agency Overview

Creative Marketing to Build Your Brand
and Grow Your Pipeline

A Full-Service Marketing
Agency that’s Strategic,
Creative and Results Oriented
You need tangible and measurable results — impressions, downloads,
engagement. That’s where we come in.
We’re a marketing agency in New Jersey that specializes in crafting creative
digital assets that engage prospects and turn them into loyal customers. We
build brands and use websites, search, paid advertising, email campaigns
and more like strategic ninjas to ensure the right prospects interact with your
brand and become invested in your story.

Our Process

Together, Let’s Do This

An Ongoing Conversation
Marketing today is an ongoing conversation
between you and your audience. Ridge Marketing
helps you to attract prospects at their moment of

From thorough discovery and research to strategy and
creative, everything we do is customized to your unique
company and industry. We’ll bring out your brand’s

need, give them valuable content to interact with
and stay top of mind going forward. We call it
The Circle of EngagementTM.

differentiators and create digital assets that speak
to the needs of your audiences.
Our team works as an extension of your team
and gives you visibility and input every step of
the way. Think of us as the creative and
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Web Design

Making Your Website
Work Hard for You
Your website is often the first interaction that would-be prospects,
investors and employees have with your company.
In less time than it takes to blink,
they’ll determine whether your
company, products and services are
relevant to them. We design websites
to appeal to each buyer persona and
serve as vibrant hubs of robust digital
marketing campaigns.

LEARN MORE

It takes the average
web user only

.05 seconds

to judge whether they
like your web design.
– Curatti

Content Marketing

Great Digital Content
to Build Your Sales Pipeline
Ready to attract new customers, build trust and drive action? The right digital
content, when promoted properly, draws visitors to your website, nurtures them
into customers and keeps them engaged after a sale.
The digital content we craft — from fun
infographics to in-depth whitepapers and
interactive experiences — is written to
resonate with your audience, designed
in-house, promoted across multiple
channels and tied into your sales team.

LEARN MORE

Content marketing
generates

3X more leads

and costs less than
traditional marketing.
- Demand Metric, 2016

Video Production

Make Them Feel It
With Engaging Video
We love telling moving stories. From
animated marketing videos to actordriven commercials, we draw upon
hundreds of hours of production
experience to ensure that each video
we make is engaging, relevant to your
audience and accomplishes your
business objectives.

LEARN MORE

After watching a video

64% of users

are more likely to buy
a product online.
– Forbes

Search Engine Marketing

Help Customers Find You
When They Need You
Ridge Marketing specializes in both organic and paid marketing strategies
that deliver results.
We analyze search trends in your industry,
uncover your competitors’ tactics
and identify high-value keywords to
promote. Then we improve your brand’s
online visibility through organic search
optimization and paid search marketing,
helping your prospects to find your
offering at their moment of need.

LEARN MORE

51% of users

have discovered a new
company or product
while searching on
their phone.
– Google

Recent Results
National Healthcare
Staffing Agency

4,080%
Increase in
Page Views

914 %
Increase
in Sessions

Leading Software Vendor

$700K
Introduced into
Sales Pipeline

400

New Leads
in 8 Months

Global Manufacturer

238%
Increase in
Web Traffic

73%

Increase in Goal
Completions

“Ridge Marketing did everything for
us from a web redesign to refined
messaging, SEO, PPC, and more. We
couldn’t be happier with the results,
but also with the way they work.
Each specialist at Ridge is great
at what they do.”
– Paul Ruderman
CEO, All American Healthcare Services

MORE TESTIMONIALS

Ridge Marketing

91 South Maple Avenue

Basking Ridge, NJ, 07920
ridgemarketing.com
908-340-4480

 Multiple National Award Winners
 Salesforce Pardot and Hubspot Trained
 Google Analytics Certified

Let's Work Together

